SILVER CROWN KX-165A NAV/COM SYSTEM

Large, self-dimming, microprocessor-controlled gas discharge readouts and solid-state electronic tuning provide fast, accurate selection of all 203 COMM and 760 Comm frequencies. On the COMM side, the KX165 system gives you 10W minimum transmitter power for maximum range and clarity. And on the NAV side, the KX165’s useful “Radial” feature offers you an instant readout of the radial you’re on (from the ‘active’ VORTAC station), digitally displayed in the ‘standby’ NAV frequency window. The KX-125A is TSO’d and offers 32 channels of com frequency memory, an additional CDI mode. The GPS “Quick Tune” feature allows the pilot to select and remotely tune the standby com & nav freq. from the KLN94 GPS 28V.

25 khz ...........................................P/N 11-00644 $4,995.00
8.33 khz .......................................P/N 11-16032 $5,504.00

CROWN KX 125 DIGITAL NAV/COM

The KX-125 is ideal as a replacement radio, a primary system for homebuilts or a very affordable back-up. COMM section provides 760 frequencies, ‘flip-flop’ frequency selection, a built-in audio amplifier with sidetone and audio leveling, direct tuning, microphone alert, and even remote tuning. Separate NAV section offers 200 frequencies, including those in “USE” and “STBY”. Its separate NAV section offers 200 frequencies, including localizer. Includes unit, install kit, nd manual.

14V .............................................P/N 11-03844 $5,074.00
28V ............................................P/N 11-02585 $4,495.00

CROWN KI SERIES INDICATORS

The KI203, KI208, & KI209 indicators feature an internal VOR/ LOC converter and are compatible with the KX155 transceiver. The KI203 & KI204 have rectilinear meter movement, while the KI208 & KI209 feature pivot needle action. The KI205 has rectilinear meter movement and works with the KX165 & KNS80. The KI209 includes GPS interface capability. Size: 3.125” x 8.5”; Weight: 1.5lbs.

KI 203 NAV Indicator ..........................................P/N 11-03407 $1,825.00
KI 204GS Indicator ........................................ P/N 11-03408 $3,305.00
KI 209A GS Indicator .................................P/N 11-03409 $2,875.00
KI 208A 14/28V with install ......................P/N 11-07999 $2,199.00
KI 209 GS Indicator ...............................P/N 11-00878 $4,245.00
KI 206 GS Indicator .....................................P/N 11-04029 $2,295.00

BENDIX/KING XVEU TOUCH FLIGHT DECK SYSTEM

The xVue Touch is centered around an industry leading 10.1” display with a near 4K resolution and 1000 nits of luminescence. This stunning and intuitive interface places all critical functions just two touches away on its anti-glare, anti-smudge, and anti-scratch display. With cutting edge 97% touch accuracy, it is easy to control all of the functionality that comes standard with the system, including SmartView Synthetic Vision, Vertical Situation Display, and ADS-B in weather and traffic display. These features, within a variety of possible screen configurations, lead to improved situational awareness and safety.

P/N 11-16286 ...............................$5,754.00